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@moen Genta bathroom suite offers mass appeal with a contemporary design
The Genta collection from @moen provides a crisp, modern option for the bathroom

New Moen® Genta™ Bathroom Suite Delivers a
Sleek Style Statement
CLEAN, MODERN FIXTURES AND MATCHING ACCESSORIES PROVIDE DESIGNERS WITH A
NEW ON-TREND OPTION

Key Facts
FINISH
Chrome
PLATFORMS
 Single-handle lavatory
faucets
 Tub/shower, shower-only
and valve-only shower trim
 Matching accessories
FLOW RATE
 Lavatory faucets: 1.2 gpm
 Eco-Performance
showerhead: 2.0 gpm
AVAILABILITY
Wholesale plumbing
showrooms
Certified to meet EPA
WaterSense® Criteria
ADA compliant
North Olmsted, Ohio… Architects and designers consistently seek fresh,
modern product choices; in fact, a contemporary bathroom aesthetic is the most preferred
across the country. * To fill this demand, Moen has launched the new Genta™ bathroom suite,
which provides a sleek design with a dominating presence that delivers mass appeal.

“We recognize the need for more modern fixture options to satisfy designers’ desires,” said
Julie Everson, wholesale bath product manager, Moen. “Genta has an impactful design while
also offering a compact profile, perfect for any size bath.”

The Genta bathroom collection features curved edges with clean lines and a horizontal, flat
handle that combine seamlessly for a desirable look. For added appeal, a clear, twisting water
flow provides a beautiful presentation. The single-handle faucet’s lever handle features red and
blue temperature indicators, a subtle detail ideal for hospitality environments.
Genta’s aesthetic extends into the shower. The suite includes tub/shower and shower-only
options with a three-function showerhead and valve-only trim. And, perfectly matching
accessories round out the collection, including a single robe hook, pivoting paper holder, nineinch hand towel bar and towel bars in 18- and 24-inch lengths.

PRODUCTS IN THE GENTA BATH COLLECTION FEATURE A VARIETY OF MOEN®
INNOVATIONS:
1255® Duralast® Cartridge
Single-handle lavatory faucets feature the Moen 1255® Duralast® cartridge, a state-of-the-art
ceramic-disc cartridge that provides a consistently smooth handle feel and the highest levels of
quality and durability for the life of the faucet.
M•PACT® Common Valve System
Moen’s common valve design allows for a quick faucet change without replacing plumbing.
Simply unscrew the handles and spout, lift them out and replace with a new style –
transforming the space in just minutes. It works just as easily when replacing shower trim.
M•PACT® is featured on the Genta shower.
Posi-Temp® Valve
Moen pressure-balancing valves adjust automatically to changes in water line pressure –
ensuring constant and comfortable water temperatures. Despite demands elsewhere in the
home, the water temperature is designed to remain within ± 3°F of the set temperature. For
added safety, Moen’s temperature limit stops can be set to control maximum hot water
temperature.

Each product within the Genta suite features Moen’s limited lifetime warranty** to ensure
superior quality.

For more information about the Genta bathroom collection, visit moen.com or call 1-800-BUYMOEN (1-800-289-6636).
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*Houzz 2016 Bathroom Trends Study
**For complete warranty information, visit moen.com. Important exclusions apply. Warranty only applies to original
purchaser.

LINKS TO ADDITIONAL ASSETS
PHOTOGRAPHY http://pro.moen.com/resources/image-library/search
VIDEOS http://pro.moen.com/resources/video-library
MOEN PRESS ROOM https://www.moen.com/press-room
MOEN LOGOS http://pro.moen.com/resources/image-library/results?type=logos

ABOUT MOEN
As the #1 faucet brand in North America, Moen offers a diverse
selection of thoughtfully designed kitchen and bath faucets,
showerheads, accessories, bath safety products, kitchen sinks and
garbage disposals for residential applications – each delivering the best
possible combination of meaningful innovation, useful features, on-trend
styling and lasting value. In addition, Moen® Commercial offers superiorperforming products that can deliver lower lifetime costs for today's
facilities.
Moen is part of Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS),
which creates products and services that help fulfill the dreams of
homeowners and help people feel more secure. The Company's trusted
brands include Moen®, Riobel®, ROHL® and Perrin & Rowe® under its
Global Plumbing Group (GPG), Master Lock® and Sentry® Safe security
products, MasterBrand Cabinets® and Therma-Tru® entry door systems.
Fortune Brands holds market leadership positions in all of its segments.
Fortune Brands is part of the S&P 500 Index. For more information,
please visit www.FBHS.com.
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